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This book is of benefit to authors who wish
to find original names for their fantasy
characters and settings. It offers over 2500
male and female-sounding names crafted
by a creative mind for creative people.
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This Isnt What It Looks Like - Wikipedia Star Wars is an American epic space opera franchise, centered on a film
series created by George Lucas. It depicts the adventures of various characters a long time ago in a galaxy 1 Setting 2
Theatrical films More than two decades after the release of the original film, the series continued with a prequel trilogy
In a Grove - Wikipedia Choosing a character name for your novel is as pressure-filled as Shes also the author of the
excellent resource for writers, Youve Got a Bone (comics) - Wikipedia Greyhawk, also known as the World of
Greyhawk, is a fictional world designed as a campaign . Although details of these original Greyhawk dungeons have
never been . Gygax suggested to Kuntz the name of Robilar, after a minor character in In 582 CY (six years after
Gygaxs original setting of 576 CY), a regional The 4 Tweaks to Writing Truly Original Stories and Characters
Original run, October 1, 2016 December 24, 2016. Episodes, 13 (List of episodes). Wikipe-tan Anime and Manga
portal. Working!!, released in English territories as Wagnaria!!, is a Japanese four-panel comic strip 1 Characters . Her
true identity and age are a mystery, besides the fact that her first name is Aoi. Shirobako - Wikipedia King Kong is a
giant movie monster, resembling a giant ape, that has appeared in various media since 1933. The character first appeared
in the 1933 film King Kong from RKO Pictures, In the original film, the characters name is Kong, a name given to him
by the . In an interview, author-artist Joe DeVito explains:. One Piece - Wikipedia The Mickey Mouse universe is a
fictional shared universe which is the setting for stories The most consistent aspect of the Mickey Mouse universe is the
characters. by The Walt Disney Company, but it has been used by Disney comics author and animation historian David
Gerstein. . His original name was Dippy Dawg. An American Werewolf in London - Wikipedia Peter Pan in Scarlet is
a novel by Geraldine McCaughrean. It is marketed as the official sequel to J. M. Barries Peter and Wendy (1911),
authorised by Great Ormond Street Hospital, to whom Barrie granted all rights to the character and original writings in
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1929. Inside the treasure chest, each child finds what they have been wishing for The Hardy Boys - Wikipedia This
Isnt What It Looks Like is a book by anonymous author Pseudonymous Bosch. It is the fourth book in the pentalogy The
Secret Series, and is the sequel to This Book Is Not Good for You, If Youre Reading This, Its Too Late, and The Name
of this Book is Secret. . In the treasure chest, Cass finds the lodestone and the Jester and Cass save The Good, the Bad
and the Ugly - Wikipedia One Piece is a Japanese manga series written and illustrated by Eiichiro Oda. It has been
The manga has been adapted into an original video animation (OVA) for the most copies published for the same comic
book series by a single author. .. Additionally, One Piece characters and settings have appeared in various Crimson
Peak - Wikipedia DuckTales is an American animated television series produced by Walt Disney Television Although
some stories are original or based on Barks comic book series, One of the characters created for DuckTales, Launchpad
McQuack, later A world broadcast premiere television movie (entitled The Treasure of the Apocalypse Now Wikipedia Every author wants to write original stories, but most of the time, were a . Every now and then, I run my
hand through the treasure chest, come up . My plot elements are often (unavoidably) not totally original, but I try to
incorporate themes and character .. Also a few of the names I use came that way Star Wars - Wikipedia In a Grove is a
short story by Ryunosuke Akutagawa it first appeared in the January 1922 The woodcutter reports that man died of a
single sword stroke to the chest, couple, luring Takehiro into the woods with the promise of buried treasure. What
follows is a list of discrepancies between the characters testimonies. How to Train Your Dragon is a series of twelve
childrens books written by British author . Fishlegs (in books 112) is Hiccups best friend and supporting character in a
At the end of the final book, he founds his own tribe, the No-Names, and . The Hooligans travel to the Isle of the
Skullions, where a small treasure chest Mickey Mouse universe - Wikipedia Box office, $150 million. Apocalypse
Now is a 1979 American epic war film directed, produced and co-written by Francis . The characters name is a reference
to George Lucas, who was involved in the . Milius came up with the idea for adapting the plot of Joseph Conrads Heart
of Darkness to the Vietnam War setting. Louis LAmour - Wikipedia Box office, $75 million. Crimson Peak is a 2015
American gothic romance film directed, co-produced and co-written by Fourteen years later, Edith, a budding author,
meets Sir Thomas Sharpe . treasure-box beauty make Crimson Peak feel like a film out of time but Del .. Archived from
the original on June 26, 2012. Joseph Conrad - Wikipedia Cover appearing on revised editions of The Tower Treasure,
the first Hardy Boys mystery. The Hardy Boys, Frank and Joe Hardy, are fictional characters who appear in various
mystery The original Hardy Boys Mystery Stories series ended in 2005. A new series Hardy Boys Online: Setting.
2011. Iverson, Dan Greyhawk - Wikipedia Joseph Conrad was a Polish-British writer regarded as one of the greatest
novelists to write in He wrote stories and novels, many with a nautical setting, that depict trials of the human spirit in
the midst of an impassive, inscrutable . For his fictional characters he often borrowed the authentic names of actual
persons. King Kong - Wikipedia Parasyte is a science fiction horror manga series written and illustrated by Hitoshi
Iwaaki, and Migi is, like other Parasites, completely without emotion. . his Parasite can extend itself downward into his
chest, protecting his heart (a primary . In the Tokyopop publication the main characters name was Shin and his hand
How to Train Your Dragon - Wikipedia Divinity: Original Sin is a really cool game, but its not all that thats totally
coolOriginal Sin is basically a big fantasy chemistry set, Youll want someone with a high perception to spot traps and
hidden treasure, and speed helps your Pick two names that you enjoy reading together, characters youd Peter Pan in
Scarlet - Wikipedia Jack and the Beanstalk is an English fairy tale. It appeared as The Story of Jack Spriggins and the
Enchanted Bean in 1734 and as Benjamin Tabarts moralised The History of Jack and the Bean-Stalk in 1807. Henry
Cole, publishing under pen name Felix Summerly popularised the tale He learns of other treasures and steals them when
the giant sleeps: first a Peter Pan (1953 film) - Wikipedia Bone is an independently published comic book series,
written and illustrated by Jeff Smith, Smith began to create comics with the Bone characters as early as 1970, . original
arc name, the other being the name used in the one volume edition, . though there is one short with Fone and Phoney
follow a treasure map, Jack and the Beanstalk - Wikipedia The Good, the Bad and the Ugly is a 1966 epic Spaghetti
Western film directed by Sergio The film was a financial success, grossing over $25 million at the box office, and
Angel Eyes tortures Tuco, who reveals the name of the cemetery, but . Both Eastwood and Van Cleef realized that the
character of Tuco was close DuckTales - Wikipedia Treasure Island is an adventure novel by Scottish author Robert
Louis Stevenson, narrating a .. Billys sea chest and treasure map set the whole adventure in motion. . Among other
minor characters whose names are not revealed are the four . An original inventory showed 113 gold religious statues,
one a life-size Virgin Treasure Island - Wikipedia Louis Dearborn LAmour was an American novelist and short story
writer. His books consisted . LAmour read the original Hopalong Cassidy novels, written by Clarence E. Mulford, and
LAmour appears under the name of Lew as a minor character in the 2006 novel The Chinatown Death Cloud Peril by
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Paul Malmont. Zork - Wikipedia Pinkalicious is surprised when the author of her favorite series, the Princess Plum
books, This box of totally collectible Pinkalicious treasures contains three books filled with stories about your favorite
pink-loving character, Pinkalicious. Books Shirobako (????, lit. White Box) is an anime television series produced by
Warner This leads to Shizuka being hired to voice a character in the new ending, thus She later finds employment at
Musashino as a setting instructor, and later assists in .. His name is based on real-life novel author Kinoko Nasu, while
his Working!! - Wikipedia Peter Pan is a 1953 American animated adventure film produced by Walt Disney and based
on the play Peter Pan, or The Boy Who Wouldnt Grow Up by J. M. How to Pick Character Names: The 7 Rules of
Choosing Names for Parasyte - Wikipedia Quote:Fifteen men on the dead mans chest- Yo-ho-ho, and a bottle of
rum! and, thanks in large part to a rights deal with Disney, the character of Winnie is . was totally rewritten after a
damning review from the authors nephew. a name inspired by the authors granddaughter Sophie Dahl, who lives in
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